I stand despite the cracks and surrounding rubble of
my once beautiful landscape

I stand even when the weather has been bitter and
severely unkind stripping away the beautiful colors
that used to adorn my skin

I stand even during the turbulent times of drought
and famine when praying for rain seemed out of sort
and insane

I stand when rain clouds surround every corner of the
sky releasing hail rain and thunder even on the days
of light showers; blistering winds send violent chills
through my walls that are now filled with cracks

I stand in the shadows of the weeping willow swaying
from north to south preparing for the trouble head,
I’m confident for there’s nothing to dread

I stand strong amongst the trash and debris from the
streets and fallen leaves

My foundation is strong and sturdy I am an eight
wonder of the world

My beauty can only be seen when you look past my
flaws, my beauty shines through the rubble and
shambles of outward appearance

The windows of my soul hold deep secrets of mystery
sorrow pain laughter and joy for I realize I stand
strong when the storms of life are uncompromising
leaving me no choice but to survive

I stand
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